Immunological mechanism of low-dose priming radiation resistance in walker-256 tumor model mice
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Abstract. The aim of the present study was to investigate whether low-dose priming radiation induces antitumor immunity that can be augmented by the modulation of natural killer (NK) cell and cytokine activity using a mouse tumor model. Walker-256 cells were injected into the right flank of male BALB/c mice. At 7 days after inoculation, mice were divided into three groups, including group 1, 2, 3. In group 1 the mice were without radiation, in group 2 the mice were received 2 Gy radiation only, and in group 3 the mice were radiated with a priming dose of 75 mGy followed by 2 Gy radiation after 24 h. On day 21 following the radiation, the tumors were removed and the tumor index (tumor weight as a percentage of body weight) was calculated. At 1, 7, 14 and 21 days following the 2 Gy radiation, mouse splenocytes were isolated to analyze the NK activity and measure the production of the cytokines interleukin-1β, interferon-γ and tumor necrosis factor-α by ELISA. Apoptosis was also measured by flow cytometry. The results demonstrated that priming radiation significantly delayed the tumor growth and prolonged the median survival time to 38 days compared with the 31-day survival in the 2 Gy radiation group. The percentage of apoptotic cells was significantly higher in the mice that received 75 mGy + 2 Gy radiation compared with that in the mice that received 2 Gy alone; by contrast, mice that were not irradiated exhibited a relatively low level of apoptosis. The primed mice had a higher level of NK activity as compared with the mice exposed to 2 Gy radiation only or mice that were not irradiated. Furthermore, cytokine expression remained at a higher level in mice receiving priming dose of radiation compared that in the mice receiving only 2 Gy radiation. In conclusion, the results indicated that low-dose priming X-ray radiation may enhance the NK activity and the levels of cytokines, and that the immune response serves an important role in anticancer therapy, including radiotherapy.

Introduction

Radiotherapy and antitumor immunity have been reported to be closely associated (1). Suzuki et al (2) demonstrated that antitumor responses may be induced in patients with esophageal cancer during and following chemoradiotherapy. In addition, Demaria et al (3) used a mouse syngeneic mammary carcinoma model to indicate that antitumor effects resulted from irradiation-activated antitumor immunity. The abscopal effect is a well-known, but rare clinical phenomenon (3), which is considered to be mediated by the activation of antitumor immunity.

High-dose radiation is known to lead to carcinogenicity and immune function suppression; however, low-dose radiation may have the opposite effect, stimulating immune system functions. In recent decades, various experimental and epidemiological data have demonstrated that exposure to low doses of low-linear energy transfer (LET) radiation can trigger the mechanisms of natural immune surveillance (4,5). Immune responses have been identified to be upregulated in inhabitants of areas with high background radiation (6). Borzoueisileh et al (7) confirmed that, in individuals living in conditions of high background radiation, the percentages of CD4+ cells gradually increased. There is evidence to suggest that low-dose ionizing radiation may have an immune-stimulatory effect, and that it may induce a certain degree of suppression of tumor metastases and growth (8,9). Cheda et al (10) reported that BALB/c mice implanted with Walker-256 cells presented significantly reduced numbers of pulmonary tumor colonies when the animals were exposed to...
0.1 or 0.2 Gy X-rays. Furthermore, Mitchel et al (11) examined the tumor incidence in heterozygous p53-deficient (p53+/-) mice exposed to small daily radiation doses 5 days per week for 30-90 weeks, receiving a total dose of 48, 97 or 146 mGy. Their results indicated that low-dose exposure may inhibit the development of tumors. Taken together, the aforementioned observations indicate that low-dose radiation may induce an immune response.

In the current study, a mouse tumor model was used to examine whether low-dose priming radiation served an important role in anticancer therapy, and to investigate whether this antitumor effect resulted from the stimulation of natural killer (NK) lymphocytes, tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α or other cytokines.

**Materials and methods**

**Animals.** Male BALB/c mice (6 weeks old) with an average body weight of 20-22 g were provided by the Animal Center of Shandong University (Jinan, China). All mice had free access to water and food and were kept in a room maintained at 60±10% relative humidity and 20±2˚C with a 12-h light/dark cycle. The mice were acclimated for 7 days prior to experimentation. The animal protocol was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Radiation Medical Institute, Shandong Academy of Medical Sciences (Jinan, China).

**Tumor growth, radiation exposure and survival analysis.** Walker-256 cells were supplied by the Military Academy of Medical Sciences (Beijing, China), and the cells were grown at 37˚C, 60±10% relative humidity and 5% CO₂ for 48 h in a culture medium composed of the RPMI-1640 medium (San Diego, CA, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Biomiga, Inc.), 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin and 2 mM l-glutamine and stabilized with Na₂CO₃. Subsequently, 2.5x10⁵ cells were injected into the right flank of the mice in order to establish a tumor model. Approximately 7 days following the inoculation, the tumors became visible and the mice received radiation treatment. A total of 81 mice were randomly divided into three groups (27 mice in each group), including the control group (group 1) that was not exposed to radiation. In the 2 Gy radiation group (group 2), the mice received only a high dose of 2 Gy (100 cGy/min). In the 75 mGy + 2 Gy radiation group (group 3), mice received a low dose of 75 mGy (0.1 cGy/min) priming radiation, followed by exposure of the local tumor to 2 Gy (100 cGy/min) radiation after 24 h from a Primus High Energy medical electron linear accelerator (Siemens, Jinan, China). The tumors were exposed to 2 Gy X-rays at a dose rate of 1.0 Gy/min and the rest of the body was shielded by lead.

For determination of the tumor index, the tumors (n=5 per group) were removed and measured using an electronic balance on day 21 following radiation treatment. The tumor index was calculated using the following formula: Tumor index (%)=(tumor weight/body weight) x100. In order to avoid a possible effect on the study outcome, mice that died during the course of the radiation exposure were excluded. The survival analysis of the mice was thus restricted to mice that were alive upon completion of their respective full-dose exposures.

**Flow cytometric analysis of apoptosis.** The tumors were removed, ground and plated on days 1, 7, 14 and 21 following the 2 Gy radiation (5 mice per group at each time point). The obtained cells were washed with phosphate-buffered saline and suspended with ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid. Floating cells were also collected by centrifugation at 1,000 x g for 20 min at 20±2˚C, and the total cell population was analyzed. Cell surface Annexin V was detected by flow cytometry using the ApoAlert Annexin V kit (Clontech Laboratories, Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA) as described in the manufacturer's instructions, and a BD LSR II flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). Briefly, the cells were washed in 1X binding buffer (Becton Dickinson Company, USA), collected by centrifugation at 1,000 x g for 15 min at 20±2˚C and then resuspended in 200 µl 1X binding buffer containing Annexin V (0.1 µg/ml) and propidium iodide (0.5 µg/ml). Following incubation at 20±2˚C for 15 min, the cells were analyzed by flow cytometry.

**Analysis of cytokine levels by ELISA.** Serum was obtained from peripheral blood samples by centrifugation at 1,500 x g for 10 min at 4˚C and immediately frozen at -80˚C for further analysis. Interleukin (IL)-1β, interferon (IFN)-γ and TNF-α levels in the serum were then measured using mouse IL-1β, IFN-γ and TNF-α ELISA kits (MWSPI0, MX000 and MRGMA0; R&D Systems, Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA), according to the manufacturer's instructions (12).

**NK cell activity assay by LDH.** The human erythroleukemia K-562 cell line (Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shanghai, China) was used as the control cells in this assay. Briefly, K-562 cells were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Hyclone; GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Logan, UT, USA) and then plated at a concentration of 1x10⁵ cells/ml in U-bottom 96-well plates (Corning, Inc., Shanghai, China). Murine spleens were harvested and extracted by centrifugation at 1,000 x g for 10 min at 20±2˚C, and splenocytes were plated at 1x10⁵ cells/ml for an effector to target ratio of 50:1 on day 2 post radiation. The cytotoxic activity of NK cells in each of these groups used from the mice splenocytes was measured at the same day using a standard in vitro lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release assay as previously described (13). The plates were incubated for 20 h at 37˚C and 5% CO₂, and then centrifuged for 5 min at 1,000 x g at 20±2˚C. Subsequently, 100 µl supernatant was moved to a new plate, followed by addition of 100 µl LDH kit (P1240; R&D Systems, Inc.) and 30 µl HCl (1 M) to each well. Finally, the optical density (OD) was measured using an Infinite M200 PRO automatic microplate reader (Tecan Group Ltd., Männedorf, Switzerland) at a wavelength of 490 nm. The percentage of cytotoxicity was calculated using the following formula: Cytotoxicity (%)=(sample OD-spontaneous OD)/(maximum OD-spontaneous OD) x100 (13).

**Statistical analysis.** Data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation. Data were analyzed using one-way analysis of variance with a post hoc Tukey's test (multiple comparison test), which determined the significant differences among groups. P<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant
Results

**Effects of radiation on survival time.** The survival time was calculated from the day when tumor cells were injected. The median survival time of the mice in group 1 was 20 days. By contrast, the median survival time of the mice in group 2 was 31 days, while that of mice in group 3 was 38 days. An evident difference in the median survival time was observed between the 3 groups and there was significant difference between groups 1 and 2, 3 (the 2 Gy and the 75 mGy + 2 Gy radiation groups; P<0.05), however, no statistical difference was noted between the groups 2 and 3 (P>0.05).

**Effects of radiation on antitumor activity.** On day 21 following radiation, low-dose priming radiation significantly increased the antitumor efficacy of the subsequent high-dose radiation, the tumor index was 2.21±0.45 in group 1, 1.51±0.69 in group 2 and 1.13±0.32 in group 3. Furthermore, the tumor index in mice was significantly lower in group 3 compared with that in group 2 mice (P<0.05; Fig. 1). Thus, these results demonstrated that the 75 mGy priming radiation led to a significant inhibitory effect on tumor growth.

**Effects of radiation on apoptosis.** The early apoptotic cells were assayed on days 1, 7, 14 and 21 following radiation. In primed mice, the proportion of early apoptotic cells increased to 16.5% on day 7 following radiation, and further increased to 18.8% of the total cells on day 14 and 22.63% on day 21 (Fig. 2). The percentage of apoptotic cells was significantly higher in the primed mice in comparison with that in group 2 mice (P<0.05; Fig. 1). Thus, these results demonstrated that the 75 mGy priming radiation led to a significant inhibitory effect on tumor growth.

**Effects of radiation on NK cell activity by LDH assay.** NK cell activity in the spleens of mice in the three groups was tested on days 1, 7, 14 and 21 after radiation by LDH assay. The effects of priming with a low dose of radiation on the spleen-derived NK cell activity in the mice are shown in Fig. 3. The NK-type activity in group 2 decreased in response to radiation, and the NK cell activity decreased in group 3 from day 1 to 14 post radiation and increased at day 21 (Fig. 3). Furthermore, statistical analysis indicated that NK cell activity was significantly higher in the 75 mGy + 2 Gy radiation group when compared with that in the 2 Gy radiation group (P<0.05; Fig. 3).

**Effects of radiation on cytokine levels.** The cytokine levels in mice that were not irradiated were considered as the control levels. In the 2 Gy radiation group, the production of IL-1β was downregulated on the first day following radiation, with no significant difference observed compared with the control levels (Fig. 4). By contrast, in the mice that received priming radiation, the production of IL-1β was significantly enhanced from day 1 post exposure and gradually declined by day 21, although the expression remained elevated. The level of IL-1β in the primed mice was higher compared with that of mice in the 2 Gy radiation and control groups (P<0.05). Similarly,
the production of TNF-α was also increased on day 1 post-radiation in the primed mice and remained elevated until day 21 post radiation. This increased level of TNF-α in mice receiving a priming dose of radiation was significantly higher in comparison with that in the other mouse groups (P<0.05; Fig. 4). Furthermore, the production of IFN-γ in the primed mice was upregulated on day 1 post radiation and reached a peak level on day 7, after which it gradually declined but remained elevated. The increased level of IFN-γ in primed mice was markedly higher compared with that in the other mice (P<0.05). Therefore, the results revealed that 75 mGy X-ray priming radiation induced a significant enhancement of the production of IL-1β, TNF-α and INF-γ (Fig. 4). The changes of the TNF-α and IFN-γ levels were in good agreement with the changes in the NK cell activity (Fig. 4).

Discussion

In the present study, treatment with 2 Gy radiation or with 75 mGy + 2 Gy radiation resulted in tumor indices of 1.51±0.69 and 1.13±0.32, respectively, on day 21. The median survival time extended from 31 days in the 2 Gy radiation group to 38 days in the 75 mGy + 2 Gy radiation group. The results demonstrated that the 75 mGy priming radiation significantly elevated the therapeutic efficacy of the radiation in terms of tumor growth inhibition and survival time. This suggests that 75 mGy priming radiation induced immune responses, which were essential for the local control of tumors. The current results are consistent with an acute high- and low-dose-rate priming dose observed in previous studies of the radioadaptive response (14-16). Other previous studies have observed that the priming radiation at a high-dose rate may even evoke a radioadaptive response several h prior to the administration of the challenging irradiation (17,18).

In the present study, the results revealed that the percentage of apoptotic cells was significantly higher in the primed mice as compared with that in the mice irradiated with 2 Gy alone. These data indicate that the priming dose followed by 2 Gy radiation exerted greater suppressive effects on tumor cells by the induction of higher apoptosis as compared with that caused by radiation with 2 Gy alone. A previous study reported that, in mice treated with 0.05 Gy priming radiation, the frequency of radioresistance significantly increased and persisted for 2-2.5 months. However, radiation priming with 0.30 Gy and 0.50 Gy resulted in radioresistance 2 weeks later, but this radioresistance was no longer observed 2 months later (19). The results indicated that the biological effects of ionizing radiation may be distinguished from the different priming radiation dose, which may be further investigated in future studies. In the current some study, it has been demonstrated that the protective inhibitory effect of a 75 mGy priming dose on the level of apoptosis persisted for ≥21 days; thus, the radio-adaptive-response may depend on the priming dose. A study by Sasaki (14) indicated that X-ray doses of >0.1 or <0.1 Gy appeared to be recognized as different signals; higher doses of X-rays were incapable of inducing adaptation and rapidly extinguished the adapted condition.

The cytotoxic capacity of immune cells, particularly NK activity, serves a key role in immune surveillance, and these cells also produce a variety of regulatory cytokines that exert inhibitory effects on tumor growth (20). Primary cellular effectors of the non-specific antitumor surveillance system include NK lymphocytes. In the present study, it was demonstrated that the priming dose of radiation in mice led to significant protection of the NK cytotoxic function, with the enhanced cytotoxicity being the most pronounced on day 21. The NK cell activity was significantly higher in the priming radiation group when compared with that in the 2 Gy radiation group. The results of the present study, which demonstrated that a low-dose of priming radiation was able to trigger the NK cytotoxic function, suggested that the therapeutic efficacy may be increased by the augmentation of NK cytotoxic function. The present and previous study results confirmed that stimulation of the antineoplastic immune surveillance was mediated by NK lymphocytes, at least partially, and the accumulating experimental evidence indicated that low-level exposure to low LET radiation inhibited tumor development (21,22).

Cytokines are important regulators of the immune response that are involved in maintaining the balance of the immune system. Following the triggering of the adaptive immune system, activated lymphocytes secrete cytokines. In the present study, low-dose priming radiation of mice with 75 mGy X-rays significantly stimulated the synthesis of IL-1β, TNF-α and IFN-γ in the splenocytes of mice. IFN-γ is a prominent activator of NK lymphocytes (23,24) and can exert a strong antineoplastic effect (25,26), which is not only directly cytotoxic for tumor cells, but also stimulates the cytolytic functions of macrophages. It has been reported that the
percentage of T-lymphocyte subsets and their protein levels in the supernatant were significantly increased at 24 h after exposure to 0.05 Gy 12C- ion irradiation (27). The findings of the current study demonstrated that, in mice exposed to priming radiation, the production of IL-1β was significantly enhanced and then gradually declined, although it remained elevated. The level of IL-1β production in the 75 mGy + 2 Gy radiation group was higher compared with that in other groups (P<0.05). The production of TNF-α and INF-γ followed a similar trend to that of IL-1β.

The obtained results in the present study indicated that 75 mGy X-ray priming radiation induced significant enhancements in the production of IL-1β, TNF-α and INF-γ (Fig. 4). The present results are consistent with the observations of previous studies, although the doses used and the timing of the effects observed in the previous studies may differ from the present findings. For instance, Zhang et al (28) detected an increased content of IL-1β in Kunming mice pre-irradiated with X-ray doses ranging between 0.05 and 0.25 Gy. Ibuki and Goto (29) also observed that irradiation of C57BL/6 mice with a single 0.04-Gy dose of γ-rays markedly stimulated the production of IFN-γ by splenocytes isolated at 4 h following the exposure. In addition, when C57BL/6 mice were irradiated with 0.075 Gy X-rays at 24 h prior to the injection of Lewis lung carcinoma cells, the splenic secretion of IFN-γ was elevated on days 2-8 following the exposure (30). Furthermore, Bai et al (31) and Gong et al (32) demonstrated that the production of IFN-γ in splenocytes was significantly increased at 24 h following the whole-body irradiation of mice with 0.075 Gy X-rays.

In conclusion, the current results indicate that low-dose priming X-ray radiation may enhance the NK activity and cytokine levels in tumor-bearing mice, and significantly inhibits the development of experimental tumors. However, further studies are required to explore whether other immune cells and/or reactions are also involved in radioresistance effects of low-dose priming X-ray radiation. Furthermore, the upper and lower dose limits of the above effects and the possible practical applicability should also be investigated in future studies.
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